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Abstract - The connected hive is a major
element of the association between agriculture
and new technologies. However, current market
products are either too expansive or incomplete.
This article presents the project of an innovative
connected hive integrating automation of data
collection and image processing with Neural Networks. The system put forward is a functional
prototype that can serve as a basis for future
projects that want to make it independent and
usable for apiaries.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Ecology is one of the most important issues
of the 21st century and the technology is one of
our societies motors. These past years, agricultural
sector has embraced innovations and these have
often a good impact on the environment [1]. This
article spotlights a connected hive project, which is
an example of new technologies rise in agriculture.
For more than fifteen years, the bee has been
an endangered species. Indeed, mortality rates on
colonies are high with annual losses of about 30%
(with 20% winter losses). One of the main reasons
is the discovery of varroa (Asian mite) which can
cause enormous damage, attacking on the one hand
adult bees, but also on broods (all eggs, larvae and

nymphs). This parasite often causes malformations
that can be devastating when the spread of varroa
mites is not treated [2]. This phenomenon has a
disastrous impact on the pollination because bees
help ensure of 70 to 80 % of flower plants’ reproduction in the world [3]. L’Institut Technique
et Scientifique de l’Abeille et de la Pollinisation
(ITSAP) is a laboratory and an observatory but
also one of the leading actors of apiculture. [4].
There are others as the program «Abeille, sentinelle
de l’environnement R », launched in December
2005 by l’Union National de l’Apiculture Française
(UNAF) [5], whose aim is to raise awareness
and to inform on this specie preservation. This
research is include in this program from UNAF
and also in the PNAPI (Plateforme Numérique
d’accompagnement des APIculteurs) project whom
MM. Lamine Bougueroua and Alain Moretto, are a
part of its collaborators. The proof of concept was
developed under the supervision of both engineers
PhD from EFREI. M. Moretto, amateur beekeeper,
testifies the fact that all his community lack of
simple and cheap technologies to assist them. This
article draws the proof of concept of an intelligent
system for automated data collection on an apiary
in four part including this section I. The section
II describes the state-of-art around the connected
hive to highlight the importance of this project.
The section III details steps and technologies used
to realize the system architecture The section IV
explains the algorithms used to facilitate the varroas
counting for the beekeeper. The section V conclude

this paper and told also how use this proof of
concept.

•

Our Android application which allows an usersystem interface.

II. S TATE - OF - ART
The connected hive is a recent breakthrough
which appeared with the new technologies’ rise and
particularly with the Internet of Things (IoT). This
latter is the interconnection between internet and
objects, places or physical environments. Theses
links allow to gather data coming from different
areas on the network to use them. Over the years,
beekeepers notice that important information, on
the colonies evolution or on hive situation, could
be collected and analyzed. It’s the principle of
data amount gathering that is exploited in the
different connected hives available on the market.
Indeeed, those offered in website objetconnecte.net
(Smart Hive, MiteNot, Label Abeille, CitizenBee
& BeezBee), as the best current products, are the
proof [6]. They can notably compute temperature
and humidity (internal and external), the weight or
inputs/outputs of bees. One of them is even focused
on varroas killing but, whatever the system, either
a characteristic is missing or it’s too expensive. So,
the purpose of our connected hive is to gather all elements judged relevant and to offer an independent
and cheap solution.
III. A RCHITECTURE
This article part describes the system architecture, that means the different blocks which
compose the connected hive. This latter must be
able to retrieve physical data on the hive and also
with image processing. All collected data must
be accessible on the smartphone beekeeper. The
system architecture is divided in three parts which
need to be connected between themselves to share
respective information (Fig.1) :
•
•

The Raspberry Pi responsible of data acquisition
Ubidots platform in charge of data centralization and storage.

Figure 1. Intra system connections

A. DATA ACQUISITION
In a first time, our system aim is to retrieve
relevant information, namely : external and internal
temperature, humidity, pressure and weight (on the
hive) and varroas number (on wood planks put
under the hive). These data are good health colonies
indicators, notably varroas number which lets know
if there are parasitized or not. The weight is a
crucial indicator of the hive status. In fact, if a brutal
change is raised, the beekeeper will know that his
hive got a problem (e.g. it falls). Other physical
data allow, in one hand, to check that bees live
in a healthy atmosphere but also to define correlations between data and honey production. Varroas
number computing is made with algorithms detailed
in the second part of the article. The other data
are automatically retrieve with sensors, calibrated
and incorporated on the Raspberry Pi, which have
been chosen according to specific criteria (price,
connection facility, measuring range, etc.). Once
those in the nano-computer, processing are applied
to verify if data are conform (e.g. weight change
less than 50%). All this retrieve and processing
part is programmed in Python, Raspberry native
language whose libraries are several and diverse
(interesting for sensors prototyping). In addition, it’s
crucial to format information to meet the constraints

(i.e. 12 bytes per message) of Sigfox, which is one
of the leading French IoT telecommunication operators whose capacity in terms of size and messages
per day correspond to our use.
B. S YSTEM CONNECTION
The intra system connections are different
from a link to an other, using IoT with Sigfox,
client-server communications or also Google software. Data sending by telecommunication operator
follows a strict protocol restricting to a maximum
of 12 bytes per message every 15 minutes approximately. This process can be automatized if the data
reception domain send an answer (called Callback
in Sigfox) to every sending. Like said previously
(section III-A), information are concatenated in a
particular format of 22 characters (Fig. 2). This
allows, in one hand, to respect restrictions from
Sigfox and in other hand to bring some security
because data aren’t usable or identifiable. This
automation as well as the decryption of the received
JSON data have been set with a NodeJS programmed function on Ubidots platform. The other

acquisition, and in other hand specific services
(photo and image processing). So, the application
is architected with three buttons realizing the following tasks :
•
•
•

data visualization,
takes a photo,
launches the image processing algorithm to
count varroas.

With the specific services proposed by our application, the beekeeper can take photos of the hive in
order to apply an image processing on them. The
aim of this process is to count the varroas in the hive
and to notify the number with the application so the
data can be send to the Ubidots platform. From this
sending comes the first link between the database
and our application. Indeed, once data are entered
in the application by the user, those are stored in
a Google Sheet before being automatically daily
transmitted thanks to a Google Apps Script (N.B
: the Google Sheet is reinitialized daily after the
sending). Information visualization uses the other
link between the platform and the smartphone. This
one is made with a HTTP request which set a direct
connection to the Ubidots website to access the
centralized data.
C. DATA STORAGE

Figure 2. Characters/Data matching chain

system connection operates between the Ubidots
platform and our Android application in both ways.
The beekeeper smartphone need to do two particular
functions : in one hand relevant data access and

The processing unit principal role (Raspberry Pi), in the hive, is the storage of data coming
from sensors. This latter is assured by a database
MariaDB which contains a table with the date and
the time and also the whole information collected
by sensors. The data insertion is made by a Python
script, based on Mysql.connector library to use SQL
request. This algorithm automatically inserts data in
the base. The unit processing is made with a 16 GB
memory card whose daily insertion uses only 7776
B. So, the local database (Fig. 4 incorporated in
the Raspberry Pi can received information coming
from sensors for several years. The system dispose
of a server which serves of centralized database.
Indeed, the Ubidots platform aim is to keep the
whole collected data and to classify them in two
devices (equivalent to tables in SQL) :

by image processing algorithms.
BDD : contains information coming from sensors.
This database is also more general. Indeed, Sigfox
transmits only the last information line with each
sending. The Ubidots platform (Fig. 5) has also
•

Figure 5. Collected data consultation (Ubidots)

Figure 3. Application home screen

an interesting functionality. Indeed, data evolution
graphics and curves can be traced and displayed in
the home page website (Fig. 6). A setup of those can
be made according to different criteria (duration,
data, graph choice, etc.) to choose the best display
for the beekeeper.

Figure 4. Local database

Figure 6. Data representation graphic (Ubidots)
•

Android : has the varroas number computing

IV. S ETUP OF A VARROAS COUNTING SERVICE

then classified in two categories with a classifier :
•

The second part of this proof of concept
has been made with an image processing algorithm
focusing on automated counting of varroas. This
method purpose is to determine, in one hand, if
the hive need to be sprayed, and in other hand
the parasites killing efficiency. This census can also
be used for deeper studies to establish correlations between bees characteristics (queen age, race,
colony strength, etc.) and the parasites number. The
infestation rate in a hive can be determined with
different type of counting [7]:
• the ones which are on the adult bees (varroas
phoretics),
• the ones in the broods,
• the fall of these on greased nappies.
Our algorithm has been conceived and tested for
the last one. This one focuses on end of life cycle
varroas which fall down of the hive. Nowadays,
all hives used dead parasites recuperator. Our automated varroas counting algorithm needs a greased
nappy image, taken by the beekeeper, in input. The
image being basically in color, one pixel is coded
with three components : {R, V, B} each between 0
and 255.

•

the ones with varroas,
the others without.

Without initial filtering, results in output weren’t
convincing, notably because of the method. Indeed,
this latter didn’t isolate well the different image
elements. In addition, some of the images contained
errors (e.g. varroa cut in two) making the classification incorrect and therefore the parasites counting.
The greased nappy (Fig. 7) collects the whole
hive wastes, whose the solution to the previous
issues comes from. Indeed, a relevant information
extraction is needed to obtain a good classification.
The realized extraction made by our algorithm is
a binarization [8] splitting data (coded 1) from
the background (coded 0). A function labelling

Figure 8. [left] greased nappy from the hive [right] binary image

Figure 7. Algorithm input image

A. I MAGE PROCESSING
In a first time, the greased nappy image is
pre-processed and segmented in patches which are

the whole binarized regions cuts the image around
every element detected by the segmentation. Once
the separation is made, every localized area are
transformed in patches. This pre-processing is the
longest part of our algorithm operation. Indeed,
for a greased nappy image 3872x2592, the image
segmentation and the patches creation take about 4
minutes. However, this part is a crucial element of
our algorithm because it avoids errors made from
a simple initial image segmentation. This system
constitute also a first image filtering as the results
prove it (Fig. 8), where all varroas have been
detected contrary to the whole wastes.

B. DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
In order to develop and evaluate our varroas
counting method, we constructed our own database
containing grease nappy thumbnail. The image classification is divided in two categories : the varroas
and the other greased nappy elements. Our learning
database is so constituted of two classes. The supply
of these ones has been made from patches obtained
in output of the processing part. Actually, our
learning database contains 2855 nappy background
patches and 338 of varroas, obtained from 3 nappy
image. This base tend to be extend. The test base,
is made with patches from every output of nappy
image processing. The varroas change of aspect
according to the observation scale. So to have a
learning base for every cutting technique is important because classification results depends on that.
C. C LASSIFICATION AND AUTOMATED VARROAS
COUNTING

The parasites census is made with patches
obtained from the processing part and classified
in varroas. This article spotlights the comparison
between two counting methods : one based on
parasite form and the other using a neural network. The first one tries to detect an elliptic form
as classification characteristic. To do that, a form
recognition technique is needed. Our algorithm has
been used with a Hough transform [9], which
have been inefficient. Indeed, after a 15 minutes
computing, the algorithm still could not recognize
a varroa from an other nappy element. These results
can be explained by the fact that the varroa form
isn’t perfectly elliptic and also that other elements
have this shape. The use of an Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to classify patches is a solution
to fill this problem. Indeed, this learning method is
generally preferred for binary classification issues
[10]. SVM perform classification by constructing
a N-dimensions hyper-plan which separate data in
N classes in an optimal way. But, this Machine
Learning method requires a initial characteristics
extraction, that could be made with Histogram
oriented Gradient (HoG). These ones spotlight the
local aspect and the image shape in an image [11].

This technique was also inefficient. There were an
unusually high detected varroas number, because of
the false positives (e.g. one thousands of varroas
instead of hundreds). The varroas counting based on
his form as the unique characteristic isn’t enough as
it’s shows with both previous test (N.B. the color
is also important). In this case, a Deep Learning
method is the most adapted solution. So, our algorithm is based on a convolutional neural network
(CNN [12]), constituted of eight layers, which takes
color patches as input. The whole layers are for
processing and architected (Fig. 9) as following
(N.B. the 2 firsts layers are repeated three times)
:
•
•
•
•

a convolutional layer with filters 3x3 to process
data,
a pooling layer to reduce spatial size and
parameters and to control over-fitting,
a fully connected layer to have data in one
dimension,
a last layer which transforms the 1D vector in
a binary output : ’01’ for varroa and ’10’ for
non varroa.

Figure 9. CNN architecture

The results obtained after the neural network learning with the database detailed previously are appropriate (Fig. 10. For example, the algorithm counts
175 varroas for 149 in real life (eye-based number).
However, the whole patches display reveals an interesting information. Indeed, every patches detected
is associated to a varroa. So, where is difference
between our algorithm and reality coming from ?
This is probably due to the database labelling and
the manual counting are incorrect. Indeed, to avoid

parasite recognition errors, both actions should be
made by hardened beekeeper.
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